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  1- Introduction:
  The designer visualizes a complete picture 
of the space, color scheme, effect of lighting on the 
space and main surfaces within the visual field of the 
space.  The main aim of interior design is to develop 
the functionality, enrich the aesthetics, and consider 
the psychological effects of the interior space (Ertek, 
1994).
  The visual field is the point of view and eval-
uation of the interior space which has functional and 
aesthetical successful human nature.  Light and color 

become softer on the eye either by reflection or re-
fraction of light on colored surfaces to draw an en-
vironment that has different degrees of illumination. 
Light and colors interact within the space, each affects 
the other.  So, the traditional approach of the function 
of light and the role of colors in interior architecture 
must be changed by reforming a design that relies on 
effect of light and not the light itself, besides the color 
psychology and not as color areas only.  To achieve 
that, we have to present the main and important points 
which influence the design of interior space.
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ABSTRACT:
    The process of interior design is effectively linked with the function 
and aesthetics of the space. It is also the way of turning space from a mere 
expression of material and masses into living objects through which the 
space user lives the story of feeling for the art of interior design.
There are factors which affect the individual’s peace and comfort; these 
include the psychological effects of light regulation, the features of the 
material, and the choice of colors (warm or cold).  Because of the im-
portance of illumination and colors and their vital effect in developing 
interior space and controlling the psychological and physiological com-
fort of the space user, this paper has been prepared to explore the role 
of utilizing light and colors in interior design of Living Rooms (in Cai-
ro-Egypt) in order to support and develop the design process aiming 
to provide psychological, environmental and visual comfort inside the 
space.
 The model aims to set criteria for providing illumination, both natural 
and artificial and also colors, together with setting bases for the interior 
design of different spaces within the living room. A descriptive analyt-
ical approach is implemented through a thorough study of colors and 
lighting and their effective relationship within the space of living room.
 Fifty prospective dwellers participated in a survey using virtual reality 
environments that presented required design bases for selected colors 
and lighting groups in living rooms. The aim was to measure the physi-
ological and psychological effect of the selection of colors and lighting 
on man.
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  Literature concerning studies combining illu-
mination and color in interior design of living room 
are not readily available.  There is some difficulty in 
locating enough studies around the effects of light 
and color in space.  Importance of the results of this 
research arises from the fact that it fills the gap in lit-
erature concerning measuring the physiological and 
psychological effect of the selection of colors and 
lighting of living room on people.
        
   Flynn is considered as the a pioneer in the field 
of studying interior lighting psychology, see  (Flynn 
et al.,1973; Flynn,1977; Flynn & Spencer,1977 and 
Flynn et al.,1979).  He was the first to study lighting’s 
impact on human cognition, mood, impression, and 
behavior.  In his earliest studies of lighting psycholo-
gy, Flynn found that lighting did have some effect on 
behavior, sensations and well-being of humans, (Fly-
nn et al.,1973).  More importantly, he found that light-
ing effects could be evaluated through psychological 
procedures (Flynn et al., 1973). Since the 1970s, 
many studies have been built on Flynn’s research.
 
  The arrangement and choices of natural and 
artificial lighting contribute to the desired mood and 
purpose of the space.  This study provides new data 
about the effects of natural and artificial lighting on 
individuals in Living Room, as it is where one should 
feel most comfortable.

  With these facts in mind, this study utilizes 
light and colors in interior Design of Living Room to 
support and develop the design process aiming to pro-
vide psychological, environmental and visual comfort 
for users of the space, and to   determine if individuals 
had a preference to natural or artificial light in an inte-
rior living room space. This study used the same cate-
gories established in the study by (Durak et al.,2006) 
as they had already been determined to show useful, 
individual aspects of feelings towards a space.

  (Durak et al.,2006) and (Flynn et al., 1973) 
studied the qualitative aspects of a space by different 
lighting arrangements such as general lighting, wall 
washing, and cove lighting. Subjects rated a room 
based on clarity, spaciousness, relaxation, privacy, 
pleasantness, and order. 
          The review of literature highlights several 
studies that relate specifically to the individual inte-
rior design element of light. Beginning with the first 
issue of the Journal of Interior Design, light has been 

identified as an area of study in education and prac-
tice, (Bartholomew, 1975).
          According to an article in the Journal of Re-
search Technology, exposure to artificial lighting has 
both positive and negative impacts on human health, 
(Boyce, 2006).  Additionally, lighting has been re-
searched with special consideration given to end-us-
ers preferences, (Gifford et al.,1993) post-occupancy 
evaluations.  (Danfordet al.,1977) and impact upon 
human behavior. (Bartholomew, 1975; Heschong, 
2002).
         The interior design element of color impacts 
interior environments and their users in many differ-
ent ways. The review of literature indicates that many 
studies have been conducted on color, with several 
different variables of color being researched. For ex-
ample, a study published in the Journal of Interior 
Design reveals that color has behavioral connotations 
and can influence the user’s mental and emotional 
balance, (Crowell et al.,1980).  A second study re-
searches the meaning of color in interior environ-
ments, (Guerin et al.,1995).  A third one indicates that 
different colors impact memory, (Bynum et al.,2006).

Results of this study can be of use by interior archi-
tects, and designers who utilize color and light in 
order to create different atmosphere in a space. It is 
important to know the effects of light and color in 
a space for designers, as it is good to use color and 
light in a space knowing what kind of influence they 
may have on the space. Results may also concern the 
researchers who study color, and its effect on human 
psychology and perception.

I.  Architectural Definitions:
1- Characteristics of colors, Psychological and 
Physiological Effects:
Studying colors and effect of colors on interior deco-
ration is of vital importance. It is similar to how cheer-
ful a person feels when it is sunny; and how unhappy 
a person feels on a rainy day. Color has the energy to 
influence both emotions and attention, (Kalia,2013; 
Engelbrecht , 2003;Zelanskiand Fisher,2003) and 
Shabha, 2006).
Colors used in interior design may have the ability to 
create certain moods, define unity and alter the per-
ception of how large or small a space may fell or look.
There are three basic colors, which are red, yellow 
and blue.  Accent colors are formed by mixing two 
primary colors (the three secondary colors are green, 
orange and purple).  Colors that are located opposite 
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to each other on the color spectrum are called com-
plementary colors. These colors are blue and orange, 
purple and yellow, green and red.
Another categorization is based on the effect that col-
ors have on man, which is cold and warm.  Warm col-
ors are red, orange and yellow; while cold colors are 
blue, green and purple. (Artut, 2004).
Colors do have an impact on our emotions.  Warm 
colors usually have the effect of liveliness, joy, excite-
ment, and action. Cold colors lead more to calmness, 
comfort and relaxation (Altınçekiç, 1994), Table (1).
Understanding psychological properties of different 
colors and their effect on spaces users helps consid-
erably the interior designer.  The impact of color to-
gether with form, appearance, texture and scale are all 
important factors in design.  This impact may enor-
mously influence human life.  Knowing the psycho-
logical effects of colors is a must to people working in 
various areas of design (interior architecture).
2- Color and Texture:
  Texture has the ability to add interest and 
detail to a surface, making it visually pleasing to the 
eye.  In essence, it gives feeling to a room and adds 
specific characteristics to a surface which distinguish-
es it from other surfaces of the composition.  Because 
every natural and artificial matter has its own texture, 
the property of color will be closely connected to tex-
ture.  This means that using soft surfaces unlike us-
ing rough surfaces which can bear one color degree.  
Color and texture are inseparable twins.  They create 
an expressive meaning that has an effect on the way 
a human might feel about the interior space, (Krstić, 
2013).
  Texture comes in two forms – visual texture 
and actual texture. Visual texture refers to a texture 
that is perceived by the eye.  In other words, this is 
the impression of texture one gets by only viewing an 
object.
3- Color and Light
  Changes in an object’s color can also result 
from the effects of light.  This factor is very important 
as it can change any environment with colors.  Light 
effects on colors can drastically change the space.  
Day light can be warm or cool, depending on time 
of the day and the direction that light comes from.  
Warm light tends to emphasize warm colors and alters 
cool hues, while cool light intensifies cool colors and 
weakens warm hues.  If light is tinted with a particular 
hue, it will raise the intensity of the colors of that par-
ticular hue and neutralize colors of a complementary 

hue.  The value of color can also be altered by the 
amount of light used to illuminate the space.  Low-
ering the amount of illumination will darken color’s 
value and neutralize its hue. 
  High levels of illumination, however, can 
also intend to make colors appear less saturated or 
washed, (Sadat, 2011)
  Man cannot see color without light and the 
surrounding forms first.  Man moves through a space 
in real time, responding subjectively or physiologi-
cally to the color/light/form interrelationships as si-
multaneous (and not static) experiences.  After our 
initial impressions, we continue to move and accept 
the environment as active, responding to the visual 
cues of color, material, light: each plays one against 
the other, (Varland, 1998).
4- Patterns 
  Paired with color, pattern offers a similar use 
to texture in that it can add appeal to a room.  Patterns 
come in various types, such as stripes, geometric, pic-
torial, organic, motif and animal prints.
  When implementing pattern, it’s best to first 
consider the size and style of a room.  Patterns that 
create vertical or horizontal lines can be used to give 
a heightened sense of space.  Complex patterns made 
up of contrasting colors and lines can liven up a room, 
however they are best used in the form of a feature 
wall. Large scale patterns can flourish in a large space 
and become a distinct focal point to the room. (Duy-
an, 2016).

II. Research Problem:
  There are some shortcomings due to the lack 
of accurate evaluation of link between color and light 
and bases of space design.  
This paper is focusing on the effect of light (daylight 
and artificial ) and color in interior Design of Liv-
ing Room to support and develop the design process 
to provide psychological, environmental and visual 
comfort inside the space of the living room (in Cai-
ro-Egypt).

III. Objectives 
       The research aims to set criteria for pro-
viding both natural and artificial illumination and col-
ors, together with bases for interior design of different 
spaces within the living room (in Cairo-Egypt):
1. Determining suitable colors and lighting for dif-

ferent spaces.
2. Effect of light on viewing main surfaces in per-
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spective form of space.
3. Clarifying relationship effect of texture, color and 

light on the space.
4. Deciding the sources of light and their effect on 

vision.
5. Illustrating the look of colors and wall surface 

texture due to type and place of light fall.

IV. The Delimitations:
The study is limited to the Living Room in Cai-
ro-Egypt. It will focus on matters of colors and light-
ing and their effective relationship within the interior 
space. This study adopted an interpretive quantitative   
data and a descriptive analytical approach.

V.  Methodology:
This study adopted an interpretive quantitative   data 
and a descriptive analytical approach is implemented 
through a thorough study of colors and lighting and 
their effective relationship within the interior space, 
using nature as a source of inspiration. There is also 
a presentation, analysis and description of models for 
interior space design works. This demonstrates the 
formation idea and proposed implementation criteria 
to ultimately reach the design idea of the inner space.
A survey has been made , the results of the question-
naire that was presented to specialized and non-spe-
cialized people of our field.
The research sample includes the development of a 
hypothetical selection of the sample to include (28) 
specialized interior architecture designers who ac-
quired experiences of not less than (15) years and (22) 
non-specialized highly qualified males and females 
from different fields, their age ranges from 30 to over 
40 years. The program ran for duration of one week.

3-1 Study Sample & Questionnaire:
The following is an analytical case study where dif-
ferent groups of colors and different styles of lighting 
(natural and artificial)are selected for use within the 
space of living room. To measure the effectiveness of 
study, we prepared a questionnaire that presented re-
quired design bases for selected colors and lighting 
groups in living rooms (in Cairo-Egypt) , aiming to 
measure the physiological and psychological effect of 
the selection for colors and lighting on man inside the 
different spaces and the implementation of the ques-
tionnaire results to prove that the general target of the 
program has occurred.
The research sample includes the development of a 

hypothetical selection of the sample to include (28) 
specialized interior architecture designers who ac-
quired experiences of not less than (15) years and 
(22) non-specialized highly qualified males and fe-
males from different fields, their age ranges from 30 
to over 40 years. The program ran for duration of one 
week. The form of the questionnaire focuses on the 
design process regarding the following:
• Selecting the area of interior spaces (small, me-

dium, large) and its influence on the criteria of 
choosing the elements of the interior architectural 
design.

• Emphasizing the importance of using suitable 
colors and the effect of this on the space and 
characteristics of colors, psychological and phys-
iological effects. 

• Focusing on the relationship between color and 
the area of interior space.

• Psychological and physiological effect of light on 
the space.

• Highlighting the effect of light on colors within 
the space.

• Integrating the types of lighting to achieve good 
space aesthetically and functionally.

• Integration of color scheme with texture.
• Furniture selection and its role in making the in-

terior design of space a success.
• The role of furniture size, color and texture with-

in the space.
• Illumination and colors as dominating elements 

for visual interconnection in the space.
• The role of light and colors to create a certain har-

mony and dominating idea over the design.
• Achieving the elements of creativity and break-

ing boredom in the space.
• Providing different types of lighting to satisfy 

main functions within the space.
• Lighting and colors influence to achieve tranquil-

ity and comfort in the space.
• The role of space boundaries in forming a domi-

nating vision of the design.
• The role of space boundaries in achieving a good 

space.
• Emphasizing the importance of natural lighting 

within the space.
• How to successfully utilize natural lighting in the 

space.
Answers to the questionnaire are classified regarding 
the way, the role and the effect of lighting and color 
change in different areas of the living spaces:
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1 2 3 4 5 

Neither Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree 

Table (1) sample of questionnaire issues (1, 2, 3, 4 parts) about the role of color and lighting 
(natural, artificial) affecting the design process of the interior space of living room. 

 
Arch. elements Ser. Issue  Arch. 

elements 

Ser. Issue 

C
o
lo

r 

W
al

ls
 

1 Effect of dark colors on 

space 

 

C
o
lo

r 

F
u
rn

it
u
re

 

18 Effect of using 

modern furniture 

2 Effect of medium 

colors on space 

 19 Effect of using classic 

furniture 

3 Effect of light colors on 

space 

 20 Large size furniture 

items 

4 Effect of warm colors 

on space 

 21 Small size furniture 

items 

5 Effect of cool colors on 

space 

 22 Furniture with rough 

texture upholstery 

6 Effect of colors 

supported by patterns 

(main, horizontal lines, 

ornaments) on space 

 23 Furniture with smooth 

texture upholstery 

C
ei

li
n

g
 

7 Effect of white color on 

space 

 24 Effect of large size 

fabric pattern 

8 Effect of dark color on 

space 

 25 Effect of medium size 

fabric pattern 

9 Effect of medium color 

on space 

 26 Effect of medium size 

fabric pattern 

10 Effect of color on 

sensation of elevation 

in space 

 27 Effect of furniture 

light color 

11 Effect of glossy surface  28 Effect of furniture 

medium color 

12 Effect of mat surface   29 Effect of furniture 

dark color 

F
lo

o
r 

13 Effect of light color  30 Effect of glossy 

surface of upholstery 

fabric 

14 Effect of medium color  31 Effect of mat surface 

of upholstery fabric 15 Effect of dark color  

16 Effect of glossy surface  

 

17 Effect of mat surface  

1                            2 
 

Arch. 

Elements 

Ser. Issue  Arch. 

elements 

Ser. Issue 

L
ig

h
ti

n
g
 

D
ir

ec
t 

li
g
h
ti

n
g
 

32 Using general 

lighting at the center 

of ceiling of room 

 

L
ig

h
ti

n
g
 

N
at

u
ra

l 
li

g
h
t 

39 Large-size openings 

33 Using general 

lighting distributed 

on ceiling of room 

 40 Medium size openings 

34 Using task light for 

reading or writing 

 41 Small-area openings  

In
d
ir

ec
t 

li
g
h
ti

n
g
 

35 Using cove light on 

ceiling borders 

 42 Effect of multi openings on 

the wall 

36 Using wall washing 

lighting directed to 

ceiling surface 

 43 Position of opening in the 

middle of the wall vertically 

37 Using accent 

lighting within the 

space 

 44 Position of opening at the 

end of wall vertically 

38 Using spotlights on 

parts of the room 

 45 Opening positioned at the 

middle of wall height. 

 46 Opening positioned at the 

end of wall height. 

 47 Opening positioned at the 

corner between two walls 

3                                                    4 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Though provoking Refreshing 

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 
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From the aforementioned model, the criteria and im-
portant points can be established to be clarified in the 
following analytical plan:
The questionnaire includes an analytical study stress-
ing on two parts: the first is analyzing the selection 
of suitable colors and the role that colors have inside 
the space regarding the psychological effect on man 
and his perception for the space in relation to func-
tion and beauty and observing the size and extent of 
using the color and its degree together with the role of 
color as a main or secondary factor and determine its 
interactive effect on individuals (the study sample). 
The second part concentrates on lighting styles and 
patterns and their effect and importance to man and 
the space, together with its direct relationship with 
color sensation. The questionnaire was individually 
handled by participants as they were neither allowed 
to interact with each other nor with the researcher. Ta-
ble (2), fig. (1)
The space of living room is selected because of its im-
portance and the variation in its functions where gen-
eral illumination is required. It is preferred to be able 
to control lighting level in addition to the availability 

of task lighting for reading and writing as an example. 
Results of the evaluation and questionnaire indicated 
the importance of utilizing direct and indirect light-
ing. The extent of satisfaction and achieving a general 
atmosphere that commensurate with the multi-func-
tion of the living room space. Effect of selecting light 
colors is investigated together with its contribution 
in the effectiveness of the lighting design. The possi-
bility of utilizing wall washing is measured as it has 
a good effect when it reflects from the wall surfaces 
of the space giving a deceptive visual effect of the 
height of the ceiling. Lighting has a very significant 
role because of its effect on colors within the architec-
tural space as different light intensity makes a marked 
change in the color value. Colored light influences 
the hue of the wall as the color appears in a different 
way when receives different color light. On the other 
hand, color itself has a role on reflected light in the 
space, light colors increases the reflectivity of light 
in the space. Warm colors give a feeling of increas-
ing the intensity of used light whether it is natural or 
artificial light.
Colors have an important role and effect on humans. 
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The color has an effect on the person’s emotions as they 
may differ from tranquility to fury or from happiness 
to depression etc. Colors can affect individual’s feel-
ings in different ways some are direct and others are 
indirect. It depends on the individual himself. (Direct 
effects appear somehow as general appearance such as 
joy or grief, lightness or heaviness; we may feel cool or 
warm, but secondary indirect effects differ according to 
the individual and they are caused by emotional interre-
lationship whether subjective or objective automatical-
ly generated by the effect of colors). For instance, you 
feel warm when seeing red, orange or yellow colors. 
You may feel cool when seeing blue or green colors. 
Dark colors usually have boring effect and sadness, in 

In addition to spatial effect of colors in space, light 
colors appear as if they bounce out giving a feeling of 
width for the space while when warm colors they look 
as if they advance giving the feeling of shortening dis-
tances and space constraints.
Evaluation of relationships resulting from colors and 
lighting usage for spaces may have different effect from 
one space to another according to the area (small – me-
dium – large). Accordingly, the questionnaire is pre-
sented and findings are evaluated to reach design cri-
teria that functionally and aesthetically serve the space 
according to its specifications.
First: Results of the questionnaire prove that in case of 
a small area living room: 95 per cent of the question-
naire participants see that using white and light colors 
as main color and warm cheerful colors e.g. red and 
green colors as secondary colors make the space look 
wide and gives its users a feeling of tranquility and 
comfort.

contrast to light cheerful and dynamic colors. Psycho-
logical effects differ from one color to another. Blues 
and greens have a calming effect, while the yellow col-
or is cheerful and attracts the attention but in the same 
time is not recommended for use as a main color in 
spaces is continually used for prolonged time. Also red 
color is exciting and dynamic. Fuchsia gives gloomy 
feelings and is not recommended to large areas. Or-
ange color is a warm stimulating color and can also be 
considered as an appetizing color when used in certain 
limited places. colors may also have a weight or densi-
ty effect on surfaces and masses within the space, light, 
cool colored surfaces appear to our eyes of less weight 
than those with warm or dark colors. Fig.(2,3)

- 90 per cent of the questionnaire sample con-
firms the possibility of using light blue as a main color 
to give a calming effect with lighting and a variety of 
warm colors as secondary ones. The majority of the 
sample strongly prefer nature-inspired color schemes 
emphasizing the utilization of light colors for walls and 
furniture, together with selecting simple small size fur-
niture units.
- 99 per cent of the participants saw that white 
color for ceiling is a necessity because it gives good 
sense of breadth to the space and strong light reflection. 
Fig.(4)A,B,C
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Majority of our sample emphasize the use of 
medium and light colors for floors helps to give 
feeling of breadth to space particularly if surfaces 
are bright but with materials of less brightness 
for furniture. This adds to the warm feeling of the 
space. Large-size window openings help the pen-
etration of more natural light, giving that sense 
of breadth. Good care should be given to the po-

sition of the windows because if windows are 
on southern or western walls special inside and 
outside treatment will be required to avoid the 
heat and glare problems within the space. Here 
the space will need some renovation in artificial 
indirect lighting with no delineation of the space 
borders. There might be a need for direct task 
lighting for reading and writing. 
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It is clear that there must be a harmonious relationship 
among all elements such as furniture colors (giving 
consideration to size, simplicity and pattern elements) 
and floors (characteristics of glossy and mat), ceiling 
(glossy or mat) and wall colors (if main or secondary, 
if glossy or mat). Also, the relation between illumi-
nation whether natural (with deciding about the size 
of openings – relation with color and if direct or indi-
rect) or artificial (deciding the direction and if direct 
or indirect with used colors). Fig.(5)
 That is detailed explanation of previous plan and its 
relationship with design criteria of elements of space 
of small area living room:
Artificial lighting:
* Required and very useful inside the designed space 
taking in consideration the geographic position of 
windows, their position in the wall and their areas.
* If located in a southern or western direction, a spe-

cial treatment is called for to avoid glare.
* If located to the north allows for using large open-
ing areas.
* Large windows help to give a feeling of breadth to 
the space.

Natural lighting:
* Has to be general lighting.
* Task lights (for reading, writing …)
* Innovate new methods for using indirect lighting to 
reflect width of space without delineating the space.

Floors:
* Using medium and light colors helps to give a feel-
ing of width to space.
* It is preferred to use glossy surfaces but with up-
holstery materials of less brightness to give the feel 
of warmth.
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Walls:
* White as a main color and warm cheerful colors as 
secondary (red – green).
* Light blue can be used as main color to give a calm 
effect with the warm variation of secondary colors.
* Using color schemes that are inspired by nature is 
quite successful.
Ceiling:
* White should be used to utilize the positive effect of 
widening the space and raising the ceiling.
Furniture:
* Medium and small size pieces are preferred.
* Disregard closed furniture.
* Using furniture of light color schemes and warm 
secondary colors.
In case of medium size living room:
Study confirms the idea of using medium color in one 
wall only in the space of medium size areas or using 

it in timber colors and accessories when added to the 
space. Light and medium colors are used within the 
space in a balanced way. Ornamental patterns can be 
used in the space. It is also possible to use furniture 
with simple ornaments and decorations. Medium size 
furniture pieces are recommended. These ideas are 
adopted by 90 per cent of survey sample.
- 95 per cent prefer to use white or light colors 
ceiling to avoid negative effect on the room width.
- Number of participants is equally divided be-
tween those who select medium colors and those who 
go for light colors for floors. A percentage of 30 per 
cent select medium-size opening for the space and 70 
% opt for large-size openings because they help to 
allow good natural light into the space taking in con-
sideration avoiding direct falling on the T.V. set. The 
space need diversity in using indirect and cove light 
to give the effect of high ceiling. Fig. (6) A,B,C
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In case of large area living room
In case of large areas 80per cent of participants 
prefer dark colors as main colors and light colors 
as secondary colors for walls and furniture. Di-
versity in designs and shapes of furniture pieces 
is favored without any exaggeration which might 
affect the function and importance of space. 
- Regarding ceiling: 90 per cent affirm the pos-

The questionnaire emphasizes that space is in 
need of openings distributed along the larger 
wall. If openings are on the side, care should be 
given to the way light is reflected in the space 
to maintain the sensation of spaciousness and 

sibility of using medium degree colors for ceil-
ing which gives a feeling of familiarity to family 
member within the space.

-Regarding the floors: 75 per cent of the sample 
emphasize selecting medium colors for floors if 
the ceiling is dark, while selecting dark color for 
the floor in case of white ceiling. Fig. (7) A,B,C

personal calmness inside the architectural space. 
Results of the questionnaire also indicates that 
there is some preference to use indirect lighting 
taking in consideration that too much light may 
lead to eye strain and may make people feel tense 
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in the space.
The following findings are concluded from the ques-
tionnaire:

4- Results:
The research study aims to identify the effects of light 
and color on the space of the living room, achieving 
the relationship between them to meet requirements 
and elements of architectural interior space. The study 
came to the following conclusions:
1. Focusing on the effect of light on colors within 

the space is a must.
2. Consideration should be given to the role of light 

and color as dominating elements of the visual in-
terconnection of space.

3. Supporting the role of light and color to create a 
certain rhythm and dominating idea for the de-
sign.

4. There is an effective influence of light and color 
in achieving calmness and comfort in the space.

5- Recommendations:
Through the analytical study and presenting ideas 
and techniques of employing the functions and char-
acteristics of colors and light in interior architectural 
space, the research study concludes a number of rec-
ommendations that may lead to supporting the effect 
of light and color in living rooms. Those recommen-
dations are shown as follows:
1. The recommends to concentrate on the role of 

light and color in realizing the aesthetics of space.
2. The study recommends the permanent confir-

mation of visual stimulation within the space of 
living room using light and color as controlling 
elements.

3. The research confirms the role of the designer of 
interior architecture in the everlasting search for 
achieving aesthetics of the space and looking for 
any renovations in the field of interior design. 

4. The study recommends researching and imple-
menting criteria and considerations of color se-
lection in interior design to come up with designs 
that achieve function and aesthetic values.

5. It is of great importance to acquire a thorough 
knowledge of the science and theories of colors 
together with their effect on different psychologi-
cal functions before going through study of colors 
of the interior space.

6. The study emphasizes the utilization of the char-
acteristics of colors to enhance the values of 

warmth or coolness sensation.
7. The study also stresses on highlighting of func-

tion and aesthetic aspects of space using light and 
color.
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